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mization of interacting modalities and the associated mul- 
timedia system transmission bandwidths. Examples of 
systems with interacting modalities are given in [2] and 
131. Today there is only little established consensus about 
methodologies for design and quality assessment of multi- 
media systems [3J. There is an increasing effort to incorpo- 
rate perceptually important properties in the design and 
analysis of communication systems in general, as exempli- 
fied by 141 and [ I ]. 
In the following a framework is suggested for assessing 
the quality of modalities and their combinations. It is based 
on models for the total quality of given modalities together 
with their perceptually important parameters. The modcls 
can either be based on two input signals consisting of a ref- 
erence and its encoded/decoded representation, as exem- 
plified in 111 for speech, or a single input signal just 
consisting of the latter one. 
A quality model for a single modality (Fig. 3) can be 
structured in three layers. The first layer receives either the 
above two or one input signals and estimates, based on a 
perceptual model, a selection of parameters that can be 
used in the second layer for the estimation of the perceptu- 
ally important parameters from which the total quality 
measure is derived in the third layer. A speech coding ex- 
ample of this model is given in [SI. Such models require 
design based on subjective tests and factor analysis. 
In Fig. 4 a possible multimedia quality assessment 
model is shown, which delivers a selection of variables for 
audio- and video-system analysis. PVAN are the percep- 
tually most important v;lriables for audiohide0 and 
TQAN are the corresponding total quality of audiohideo. 
All these are independent characterizations of 
audiohideo. 
The variables PVMMAN describe the most important 
multimedia perceptual va+kdAes for audio and vidco. Ac- 
cordingly, the measures TQMMA/V describe the total 
quality of audiohideo, and finally TQMM describes the 
total quality of the multimedia system, taking into account 
simultaneous audio and video. The construction of such 
models represents substantial efforts, but this might be 
necessary to carry out sitnultaneous optimization of the 
modalities in multimedia systems. 
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Signal Processing for Networked 
Multimedia 
Reha Civtmlar an.d Amy Kcibmm, A I & T  Labs 
Real-time transmission of multimedia data over packet 
networks poses several interesting problems for signal 
processing research. Although the range of these problems 
covers a large variety of topics, currently two groups ap- 
pear to attract the most attention. The first group concerns 
adapting thc signal compression techniques to address the 
special requirements imposed by the packet networks. in- 
cluding accommodating for packet losses, delays, and jit- 
ter; providing capability for multipoint; and coping with 
the het,erogeneous nature of today's networks. The second 
group of problems is related to protecting the intellectual 
property rights (IPRs) associated with the transmitted mul- 
timedia data. The increasing availability of high- 
bandwidth networking makes it extremely easy to illegally 
duplicate and disseminate digital information. Unless a 
mechanism can be established to protect the rights of the 
contcnt providers, commercial use of networked multime- 
dia will remain extremely limited. 
Adapting sigiial compression t e c h n i q u e s  t o  nctworked 
applications may require some changes in the fundamental 
approach t.o this problem. The goal of classical signal coin- 
pression is to achieve the highest possible compression ra- 
tio. The compression and transmission aspects have 
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